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Streetball with Kenny Dobbs is an entertaining and insightful 
journey into the world of street basketball. We follow professional 
dunker and streetball legend Kenny Dobbs and the Stay Ballin 
squad as they travel around the USA to take on the best ballers in 10 
key cities. 

We follow the team as they prepare for the game, learn the stories 
behind the local community (including meeting ex-NBA players, 
local heroes, community leaders) before taking on the top talent 
from the city in a ‘best of 5’ game series. 

Over the season, we’ll sit down with the Stay Ballin players one on 
one and learn more about their lives behind the game to get a 
better understanding of what drives them, unveiling powerful and 
inspirational stories.

SERIES OVERVIEW



This is the regular team on the Stay Ballin roster.  
Additional players may feature depending on line up changes.THE TEAM



We travel from West Coast to East Coast before a matchup 
between Kenny’s team and the ballers of NYC.THE TOUR

E09: NEWARK

E07: TAMPA

E02: PHOENIX

E01: VEGAS

E03: HOUSTON
E04: NEW ORLEANS

E05: ATLANTA

E08: ORLANDO

E06: MIAMI

E10: NEW YORK



Each episode contains several core elements.

The Community: Kenny and his squad will explore the community 
to find out what makes it tick and where streetball fits into the local 
culture. We will get to know each community and how important 
basketball is to it, while meeting several individuals who’ve 
influenced streetball in the city.

The Players: We also take the time to get to know another member 
of the Stay Ballin crew, pulling back the curtain and letting the fans 
get a closer look at their streetball heroes. We will find out what 
drives them, what feeds their soul and what is important to them 
on and off the court.

The Game: Each episode will consist of Kenny and the Stay Ballin 
team playing against the best the community can throw at them. 
Everything from the dunks, the dimes and of course the trash 
talking is delivered in high pace, and often high tension, match ups.

EPISODE OVERVIEW



After Kenny has taken his Stay Ballin crew across the USA to take on the 
best ballers from each city, they head to NYC to take on the best that the 
country has to offer.

Over the course of the series, we’ve seen the Stay Ballin team be tried, 
tested and altered as new players arrive to bolster the talent available. It 
hasn’t all been plain sailing, but a win in New York will mean a lot to the Stay 
Ballin crew, who’s travels on the road together has really forged a strong 
sense of togetherness.

There have been highs, lows and everything in between on the road, but 
Kenny and the Stay Ballin squad aim to finish it all on top by coming away 
from NYC with the W.

As they reflect on the tour, it’s been a whirlwind of action, powerful stories 
and most importantly, the best talent the world of streetball has to offer.

FINALE - NYC



THANK YOU


